
Why IPEX?
Learn more about IPEX and 

why we’re the trusted telecoms 
provider for businesses 

like yours



We are IPEX, empowering 
businesses with seamless, fast 
and reliable telecommunications 
solutions.

About IPEX

Based in Manchester, we’re a dynamic telecom provider with a national reach, aiming to 
do things differently.

Established in 2017, IPEX was founded by Paul Sherlock, Adam Wilson and Daniel 
Cheesbrough who have come together from some of the UK’s biggest names in 
telecoms, including EE and BT. 

We’ve seen first hand how frustrated customers are with poor customer service and the 
pitfalls of relying on third-party engineering support, within some of industry’s most well-
known telecoms companies.

We’re here to put usefulness and customer-centric service back into the telecoms 
experience and empower your business with great technology that keeps you connected, 
mobile and more productive than ever. 

Our team

We’ve invested in our team right from the beginning and are proud of the wonderful 
people we work with. From in-house engineering expertise to multinational customer 
service experience, we make sure our people share our values.

Listen. Collaborate. Communicate.



Why are we different?
 
We’ve developed a keen insight into what businesses in a range of industries need 
from their telecoms and we know how to support and empower businesses just like 
yours. Here are 10 ways we stand out from the pack - to help you stand out from the 
pack.

Connectivity. Fixed. Mobile.

Connectivity.

24/7/365: year-round 
support

4 9s availability

Multiple access methods 
for perfect solutions

Fixed. 

Managed professional 
install with in-house 
networking and 
engineering support

DR built-in as standard

No partner ties for 
complete platform 
flexibility

Mobile. 

Change networks at any 
time with no restrictions

Share data cross-network

Live, bespoke billing and 
usage reports

Inclusive device 
management
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4 9s availability

Our solutions are built for maximum uptime and availability to keep your 
communications online and your business working hard

Harnessing the cloud to boost productivity, with speedy setup and built-in 
security. 

Multiple access methods for perfect solutions

We bring together the latest in VOIP telephony and software solutions to create 
the perfect package for your needs.

Connectivity - always on, always flexible 

Fast, efficient cloud-based 
solutions, ready to scale as you 
do

24/7/365 year-round support

Your business is always on, which 
means we are too

We monitor your connections 24/7, 
and are available for technical 
support and customer service every 
day of the year, no exceptions. All in-
house, no third parties.

A much more robust system, specific to our needs and 
requirements, with a more complete reporting package, 
at no extra monthly cost.

North West Tools

“



Fixed line  - expert, in-house, trusted

Fixed line specialists, working with 
accredited partners and leading software-
based voice platforms 

Managed professional install with in-house 
engineers

Most business telecoms solutions fall apart when 
it comes to third party support - but not IPEX

We’ve invested in a dedicated in-house 
engineering team, for cabling to networking and 
everything in between, to deliver a fully managed 
install and on-site support

Our Network Operations Centre manages and monitors your connections 24 
hours a day.

Disaster recovery (DR) built-in as standard 

Technical issues can arise, but with IPEX disaster recovery is proactively built 
into all of our solutions to protect your business in the event of a problem

Our advanced firewall policies protect your network and its data, and secure and 
compliant backups across the whole network keep your business safely online

No partner ties for complete flexibility

Our consultative approach means you get the best recommendations for your 
needs, and advice and support you can really trust.

The value of having that level of engineering expertise 
in-house at IPEX can’t be overstated.

Mark Thompson Transport

“



Mobile - agile, transparency, ownership

Agility in our supply chain means more 
freedom and choice for you 

Change your network with no restrictions. 

We don’t lock you into network-specific 
contracts

Problems with coverage across your business? 
Choose a mix of the networks that work for your 
teams, wherever they are

Share data, cross-network

No inconvenient obstacles to sharing data allowances between networks

Our solutions work across network providers to keep you connected without  
hidden cost implications

Bespoke plans, dedicated account management and proactive usage alerts.

Live, bespoke billing and usage reports 

There’s nothing worse than nasty billing surprises when managing a fleet of  
devices and users

No more shocks with our clever software solutions for monitoring usage at a 
glance - one of our most popular USPs with our customers.

Inclusive device management

Boost productivity with clever apps across all devices, centrally managed by you

Protect your organisation with data encryption and remote wiping.

IPEX feels like an extension of our business. They go 
above and beyond to ensure that we are provided with 
the service we need.

MESM Global

“



Our promise to you

Our customer relationships are built to last. 

We take our customer service so seriously we’ve created our own customer charter, 
and hold ourselves and our teams accountable to these customer commitments.

Our service charter.

 Customer first philosophy

 Calls answered in less than one minute

 Single point of contact - one phone number, one email address, one website 

 No auto-attendant

Multi-skilled service staff trained on both hosted and mobile

 Zero bureaucracy

Every phone call answered by a real person

Inspired?
Our expertise, our passion for technology and our dedication to customer service 
are helping businesses like yours become more efficient, more connected and more 
productive, every day.

Talk to us today to learn more about how we can help.

Call Us 03300 580 699


